PRESS RELEASE
Courbevoie, October 10th 2014

EXHIBITION: INGÉROP WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE WORLD NUCLEAR
EXHIBITION (WNE) 2014 IN PARIS
The event, which will be held at the Bourget Exhibition Center next to Paris from October
14th to 16th and where more than 7,000 visitors are expected is the meeting point of all the
players in the civil nuclear industry representing more than 31 different countries.
The exhibition will be an opportunity for the Group INGÉROP to present its projects including
Cigéo, for which Ingérop was appointed by Andra in 2012 to provide the system engineering
studies. Together with Technip within the GAIYA consortium, the companies manage all the
project subsystems.
If authorized, the deep-geological-repository storage center will house high and intermediatelevel long-lived waste generated by the French nuclear power plants and its spent fuel.
This ambitious program, which is one of the largest in the world, has unique advantages:
high level of safety and automation, reversibility of storage for at least 100 years and
integration of surface facilities in the landscape and the region.
Multidisciplinary technical coordination and cross-disciplinary skills required for this project
involve the whole know-how and expertise of Ingérop on various fields: industrial
architecture, design of nuclear facilities, geology, hydrogeology, civil and earthquake
engineering, mechanical and handling engineering, nuclear ventilation, electricity, landscape
architecture...
With its commitment of over 10 years in the nuclear industry through many projects, such as
ICEDA with EDF or DIADEM with CEA, and its 43 offices worldwide, Ingérop has become a
reputable player in a constantly evolving nuclear market. The group is definitely ready to
meet the demands of different countries developing projects for nuclear waste disposal:
Germany, UK, Sweden, Czech Republic or Finland.
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